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Emphasis for This Talk
1. Graduate Technical Needs for the New
Offshore Petroleum Industry in Guyana
2. New Associate of Science (Petroleum
Engineering) Degree Program at University of
Guyana
3. New Master of Science (Petroleum
Engineering) Program at University of West
Indies and at University of Guyana
4. Private Enterprise Training for the Offshore
Petroleum Industry

Following the 2015 Lisa-1 Oil Discovery, Advice to the University
of Guyana (and to Guyana Generally) Quickly Became a Flood
• Numerous public talks provided advice on Guyana’s need
for oil and gas expertise and the need for new Government
entities to safeguard Guyana’s interests in its newly found
oil.
• Plentiful cautionary advice was available on potential
problems such as the “Dutch Disease”, local content, proper
use of future revenues and the need for Government
oversight.
• New technical expertise was emphasized - many Guyanese
at different levels in the economy would need this if they
were to fully participate in the country’s new oil industry.
• University of Guyana graduates would fill some the new oil
industry’s technical needs as well the needs of new or
expanded Government agencies.
• Advice on “how many” of “specific graduate types” were
needed was absent, except from ExxonMobil

Lists of the Types of New Graduate Needed for the New Oil
Industry Were a Helpful Beginning - They usually Included:
• Petroleum engineers
–
–
–
–

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Production engineers
Reservoir engineers
Drilling engineers
Facilities engineers

Petroleum geoscientists
Petroleum geochemists
Geophysicists, petro-physicists
Geotechnical engineers
Chemical engineers
Mechanical engineers
Marine engineers
Electrical engineers
Legal, environmental, accounting, taxation and other key
specialists

What We Now Think We Need:• The principle technical graduate needs for the
current oil activities offshore Guyana are:
– Mechanical Engineers and to a somewhat lesser
extent Electrical Engineers
– Some Geological (and Geotechnical) Engineers

• Coming technical graduate needs are seen to be
for:
–
–
–
–

More Mechanical, Electrical and Geological Engineers
Some Petroleum Engineers
Some Chemical Engineers
Some Petroleum Geoscientists

We Were Already Producing Mechanical and Electrical
Engineers in 2015 – But Not Petroleum or Chemical Engineers
• Soon after the Lisa-1 discovery, many Trinidadians
kindly offered us advice suggesting we will need a very
large number of petroleum engineers
• We believed we had time to fulfil this need since the
primary employment for petroleum engineers only
begins after production begins
• The University of Guyana therefore decided to
concentrate on producing petroleum engineers
• The question then became: “How many petroleum
engineers do we need - more precisely”?

Trinidad’s Cumulative Production + Reserves Exceeds
4bn bbl Oil and 35 tcf Gas, Mostly in Shallow Water
Most of Trinidad’s Oil &
Gas Fields are Onshore
or in Shallow Water

Approximate Average
oil Field Size? < 100m
bbl boe?

Guyana’s Oil Reserves Now Exceed 6bn boe (gas
included) – Significantly More Oil Than Trinidad
ExxonMobil
Operated Blocks
and their 13 Oil
Discoveries

Approximate
Average Field
Size = 500m boe

Trinidad Oil Fields Are Onshore or on the Continental
Shelf – Guyana’s New Oilfields are in Deep Water on the
Continental Slope – A Somewhat Different Mix of
Graduates Needed to Support Guyana’s Oil Development
Five Years Ago
This Was an
Empty Space Now Oil Fields

Potential Oil Fields
– Mostly in Deep to
Ultra Deep water

Trinidad’s Oil and Gas Fields Versus
Guyana’s Oil Fields – Employment Needs
• Oil and gas fields in Trinidad and Tobago have been
onshore or in shallow water (until recently)
• As a result, “small” fields can be economic in Trinidad
and Tobago – and there are many
• Many “small” fields producing from multiple cheap
wells (relative to Guyana) require many petroleum
engineers
• In contrast, Guyana’s oil fields are large (with high well
drilling costs) and very high production rates per well
(e.g. ~20,000 bbl/day for Liza-1)
• Fewer producing wells and their very high flow rates in
Guyana will require fewer petroleum engineers per
barrel of production than for Trinidad
• This is a caution

Qualitative Considerations Affecting Guyana’s
Quantitative Technical Graduate Needs
• The FPSO production model for Guyana requires:

– the placement and operation of extensive and sophisticated
mechanical installations on the sea floor to gather oil from
production wells and distribute water and gas to injection wells
– the installation and operation of risers to the FPSO for upward
movement of oil and downward movement of water and gas to
injection wells, in a mile or so of water
– the FPSOs’ operations of oil and gas separation, pumping water
and gas to injection wells and storage and offloading of oil

• To install, maintain and repair these production systems
will require many mechanical engineers and fair number of
electrical engineers
• For petroleum engineers, In “simplicity” – for turning on
and turning off the relatively smaller number of production
and injection wells (because they each have very high flow
rates) a comparable number of petroleum engineers will
not be required

Petroleum Engineering, Petroleum Geoscience and
Geological Engineering Needs Were Estimated a Year Ago
• The model assumed 8 (large) oil fields would be in production by
2033 – a 15-year look ahead, for both industry and Government needs
(excluding any possible National Oil Company)
• Why this long? - it takes 5 to 8 years from understanding a new
program need to first graduate a petroleum engineer, less for
postgraduates
• The model examined the mudlogging needs for the 5-year period of
continuing exploration and development offshore and the 15-year
need for petroleum geoscientists and petroleum engineers
• A key consideration was that, at most, only half of the new jobs
generated by exploration, development and production would be
available to new Guyanese graduates in 15 years time since
experienced engineers are essential in every operations group
• Government requirements were estimated on the basis of only what
was needed for the oversight of industry operations plus several
miscellaneous needs, e.g. for the Guyana Revenue Agency

Data at Time of Study

Block Ownerships
Anadarko 100%
ExxonMobil 50%
Ratio 50%
ExxonMobil 45%
Hess 30%
CNOOC 25%
ExxonMobil 35%
Total 35%
Mid-Atlantic/JHI 30%

CGX 100%

Tullow 60%
Total 25%
Eco Atlantic 15%
Repsol 37.5%
Tullow 37.5%
Total 25%
CGX 100%

5 July 2018

CGX 70%
GGC 30%

Data at Time of Study Block Names and Operators
Anadarko

Roraima
Kaieteur

ExxonMobil
Stabroek

Demerara

CGX

Canji

Tullow
Orinduik
Kanuku

Repsol

Corentyne
Berbice

CGX
5 July 2018

Data at Time of Study – July 2018

How Many Graduates Are Needed?
- Depends on Discovery and Development
• There are 5 fields that ExxonMobil is hoping to
develop, the company said recently
–
–
–
–
–
–

Liza 1 (being developed, first oil in 2020)
Liza 2 (approval expected soon, first oil in ?2023)
Payara (hope for approval by 2023, first oil in ?2025)
Turbot/Longtail (ExxonMobil announced reserves)
Ranger (Very positive ExxonMobil talk – on 1 well)
Snoek (no plans yet, no separate reserve estimate)

• Oil and Gas Journal reports ExxonMobil is hoping
to have 5 FPSOs producing oil by 2025
• With production rising above 750,000 bbl/d by
2027

Exploration and Development
For Remainder 2018
Exploration Wells
ExxonMobil 45%
Hess 30%
CNOOC 25%

Discoveries

Liza/Lisa Deep >1.5 mmboe
Payara 0.5 mmboe
Pecora – no EEPGL estimate
Snoek – no EEPGL estimate
Turbot/Longtail >0.5 mmboe
Ranger – no EEPGL estimate
Total Reserves – 3.7 mmboe

Exploration Wells
Successful
Unsuccessful

Current Well

Ranger

ExxonMobil 35%
Total 35%
Mid-Atlantic/JHI 30%

Payara
Pacora
Liza
Snoek
Turbot/
Longtail

ExxonMobil 45%
Hess 30%
CNOOC 25%

Development Wells - Liza 1
ExxonMobil 45%
Hess 30%
CNOOC 25%

5 July 2018

Conclusions at Time of Study – July 2018

Our Best Estimate Was That 8 Oil Fields
Would be in Production in 15 Years’ Time
- Estimated Corporate Needs:
For petroleum engineering graduates:
– 16-23 oil company employees for field production
– 10-20 oil subcontractor employees
– Total = 36-43 petroleum engineering graduates

For petroleum geoscientists:
– Total = 15-40 oil company petroleum geoscientists
(It is assumed that, at the very least, 50% of oil production petroleum
engineers and petroleum geoscientists wil remain foreign employees)

Conclusions at Time of Study – July 2018

Estimated Government Needs:
(Mostly at New Department of Energy?)
For petroleum engineering graduates:

– 40 government employees for monitoring
– 10 government employees for various functions
such as for Guyana Revenue Authority (GRA)
– Total = 50 petroleum engineering graduates

For petroleum geoscientists:

– 10 government employees for monitoring
– 10 government employees for onshore oil
exploration and for miscellaneous agencies
– Total = 20 petroleum geoscience graduates:

(It is assumed that all positions in government will be
Guyanese-origin employees)

Conclusions at Time of Study – July 2018

Next 5 Years Need for Geological Engineers
in Government and for Oil Subcontractors
Geological Engineers for Industry

– 40-50 as mud loggers (4 active drill ships)
– 5-10 in geotechnical sea floor studies
– Total = 45-60 for subcontractors and consultancies

Geological Engineers for Government

– 5 for onshore sediment mapping group
– 5 for miscellaneous geotechnical oversight
– Total = 10 government geological engineers
(This assumes about 50% of mud loggers are Guyanese at
the end of 5 years from now – assumes a 5-year quit rate of
30% as many move on to post graduate degrees or into
other parts of the oil industry)

Conclusions at Time of Study – July 2018

Total Estimated Employment Potential

(Does not Include any National Oil Company)
• Next 5 years in government and in Industry:
– Total of 55-70 geological engineers

• Next 15 years in government and in industry
– Total of 85-95 petroleum engineers
– Total of 35-60 petroleum geoscientists
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

30% 5-year quit rate for geological engineers
0% 15-year quit rate for petroleum engineers
0% 15-year quit rate for petroleum geoscientists
Numbers rounded to nearest 5

With All The Companies Party to the Blocks Offshore
Shouldn’t There Be More Employment Potential?
• Only the Block Operators, not their equity partners, will employ
new petroleum graduates directly
• Equity partners need experienced technical advice for their
evaluation purposes
• Block Operators will only employ our technical graduates when they
have a commercial discovery
• Only ExxonMobil, and potentially now Tullow also, have
commercial discoveries and will employ our graduates directly
• Anadarko (now Occidental) cannot begin exploration until the
Venezuela boundary is settled; Repsol and CGX have yet to make
any discovery
• Won’t the prime oil subcontractors need more of our technical
petroleum graduates than envisaged
• Maybe, but their interest is primarily in mechanical engineers,
electrical engineers and some chemical engineers, the latter being
at about the same level of interest as for petroleum engineers –
based on anecdotal evidence

How to Translate Expected Employment Into
University Class Sizes for Petroleum Engineers
• For simplicity (for starting in 2018):

– 100 petroleum engineers needed in next 15 years
– A 5-year lead time to produce the first graduate petroleum
engineer
– A 3-year lead time to produce a post graduate petroleum
engineer
– This means, overall, about 8 employable graduates per year

• Modifications:

– Not all enrolled students graduate
– Not all students ultimately want the job they trained for
– Not all students do sufficiently well to be employable in the oil
industry
– This means total student enrollment now in petroleum
engineering should be about 16 per year (8x2)
– If 10 fields are producing by 2033 (originally 8 fields) – model
student enrollment numbers would be increased to 20 per year

UG’s New Department of Petroleum and
Geological Engineering – August 2018
• It is the old “Department of Mining and
Geological Engineering” but with a new name
and more programs – and will be totally
transformed
• New programs were planned to include:
–
–
–
–

Associate of Science (Petroleum Engineering)
Bachelor of Science (Petroleum Engineering)
Master of Science (Petroleum Engineering)
Bachelor of Science (Petroleum Geoscience)

• It was planned that the new petroleum programs
will be offered in conjunction with UWI and UTT

Considerations for Involving UTT and UWI in
Creating and Operating Petroleum Programs at UG
• Credit for this goes to our ex-Vice Chancellor, Professor
Ivelaw Griffith, and to our Deputy Vice Chancellor
(Planning and International Engagement), Dr Barbara
Reynolds
• They recognized that only properly educated
petroleum graduates and postgraduates would satisfy
the needs of the petroleum industry
• UG could not create the necessary labs, hire the
necessary staff or be accredited in a timely way
• An agreement with UTT allows our students be taught in
complete accordance with UTT’s fully accredited
undergraduate petroleum engineering program.
• An agreement with UWI allows our students to gain an
accredited postgraduate petroleum engineering degree
from UWI whilst being mostly instructed in Guyana

Arrangements With UTT for Associate
of Science (Petroleum Engineering)
• Our 2-year program leading to an Associate of Science
(Petroleum Engineering) degree will be granted by UG
but follows UTT’s undergraduate curriculum exactly
• About 2/3 of its courses can be taught by suitably
qualified staff or part-time staff from Georgetown, e.g.
basic physics, geology, fluid mechanics and more
• Specialized petroleum courses will be instructed by
UTT staff who will come to Georgetown to teach our
students
• All lab work will take place in Trinidad at UTT’s facilities
• Because we are following UTT’s curriculum precisely,
UG graduates from this program will be able to enter
UTT’s Bachelor’s petroleum engineering program
directly to receive an accredited degree from UTT

Arrangements with UWI for Master of
Science (Petroleum Engineering)
• This is a 2-year program providing an accredited
Master of Science (Petroleum Engineering) degree
granted by UWI
• Its main petroleum courses will all be taught by UWI
staff who will come to UG to deliver them in
concentrated teaching periods
• UG students in this program will be able to follow the
same course lectures for a second time (by skype in the
evenings) as these lectures are being delivered to
Trinidadian students at UWI doing the same petroleum
engineering program on a part-time basis there
• All lab work and all “Industrial Exposure and
Professional Development” with oil companies and
contractors will be done in Trinidad

Where Are We Now (September 17th
2019) With These Programs?
• Associate of Science (Petroleum Engineering)
– Current enrollment – 37 students
– Student quality - excellent
– Courses - all have begun except 1 (HSE course)
– For the Health, Safety and the Environment (HSE)
course - not yet able to deliver it

• Master of Science (Petroleum Engineering)
– 13 students
– Has begun

How Does Our Enrollment Compare to the
Forecast Needs for Petroleum Engineers
• Currently, we have 13 students in the post graduate program and
37 students in the undergraduate program, ie. potentially as
much as 50 petroleum engineers – maybe too many?
• However:
– Some petroleum engineers with the UTT graduate petroleum
engineering degrees will go on to post graduate degrees
– Petroleum engineers can be hired by the main oil subcontractors in
place of mechanical engineers – and we are likely to need a
substantial number of mechanical engineers
– Petroleum engineers can partially substitute for chemical engineers
and we have no current program for chemical engineers
– Petroleum engineers would also be the ideal graduates for
environmental needs – properly understanding petroleum
development and production risks has to be an essential skill to be an
effective guardian against oil spills
– Petroleum engineers given environmental training would make
excellent environmental officers

Training by the Prime Oil Subcontractors
• The main (tier 1) oil subcontractors provide extensive
training for the engineers they hire:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

TechnipFMC
Halliburton
Schlumberger
Saipem
SBM
Noble Drilling
Stena Drilling

• Additional courses at UG will not replace the specialized
training needed for the individual subcontractors’ activities
• Their needs (mainly) are to hire quality graduates with
good basic engineering qualifications – ones that can
successfully complete their specialized training programs
• By all accounts, the Faculty of Engineering and Technology
has been supplying the quality engineering graduates
needed

ExxonMobil Technician Training
• ExxonMobil is undertaking an extensive program of
training technicians for the new oil industry
• The first 24 ExxonMobil technicians spent 18 months in
training at the Cape Breton University in Newfoundland,
Canada and will all be deployed to the Liza Destiny FPSO
• They will be operations and maintenance technicians
and will receive advanced skills’ training in operations,
electrical, instrumentation and mechanical areas as well
as specific training for oil and gas production operations
• It is intended these technicians will replace experienced
international workers in due course
• A new batch of 50 ExxonMobil technicians will (or have
already) been selected for similar training

Guyana Shore Base Inc. and TOTALTEC
Oil Field Services - Training Academy
• Guyana Shore Base Inc. (GYSBI) and TOTALTEC
Oilfield Services have started training 20 potential
new employees for GYSBI at the TOTALTEC
Academy - they will train 100 more
• GYSBI services the offshore drill ships and will
service the future offshore FPSOs
• This will be a rapidly expanding business
• Graduates will be machine operators for a variety
of equipment, all with have full HSE training
• TOTALTEC’s founders have extensive experience
in oil services training

Other Training Programs

(there are probably more not mentioned here)
• The Centre for Local Business Development (CLBD) in
Georgetown, Guyana has been running short courses
related to offshore oil and gas for the past 2 years. It
will be offering an online course soon in the “area of
offshore oil and gas”
• The New Guyana School – a new venture from UTT will
offer courses in oil and gas in Guyana:
– Basic Petroleum Economics
– Petroleum Finance and Accounting Principles
– Fundamental of Basic Petroleum Technology

• Nations University in Georgetown, Guyana intends to
run an accredited LLB in Oil and Gas program soon
through collaboration with the University of
Bedfordshire in England

